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Detecting linkage between disease causing genes and markers is very impor-
tant in genetic mapping. One approach for demonstrating the linkage is the 
detection of linkage disequilibrium. Transmission disequilibrium test (TDT) 
is a common test for finding markers linked to disease genes. It is well known 
that TDT test is asymptotically Chi-Squared distributed with one degree of 
freedom. However, the test statistic is in fact comparing (he proportions of 
t wo binomial distributions. In this thesis, the small sample properties of the 
test statistic would be investigated. The exact type I error rates would be com-
pared with the asymptotic comiteipart.s. The power of the test derived from 
asymptotic approach and exact distribution respectively would be compared. 
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1.1 Basic Concepts 
Genetics is a science that, studies how heredity happens between genera-
lions. It. iiichulcs {iv(! biaiulies: classif.al gciictics. cyto^ciictic.s, population go-
iietics, quant italive genetics and molecular genetics. The la.tter four branches 
are being integrated rapidly, and this new frontier of genetics is called Ge-
nomics. Genomics is a science that studies genomes at a whole genome level 
by iiitcgratiiig the live traditional disciplines of geiictics. 
Although techniques used by genomics are largely generated by molecu-
lar, quantitative and population genetics, genetic concepts and terminology 
are largely derived from Mendelian genetics and cytogenetics. Classical ge-
netics began with the breeding studies of Gregor Mendel. Mendelian genetics 
is concerned with classical simple trait segregation theory and simple linkage 
genetics. A gene is defined as a unit of heredity. In a population of individu-
als of a sexually reproducing species, a single gene is passed from generation 
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to generation following simple Mendelian inheritance. Each diploid has two 
copies (alleles) of each gene. For example, gene A may have two alleles in a 
population, A and a. If an individual has two copies of A, then the genotype 
of the individual is AA and it is homozygous. An individual with genotype Aa 
is heterozygous and one with genotype aa is the other homozygote. However, 
the i.mmber of alleles for a gene is riot, restricted to two. Multiple alleles are 
commonly observed. 
The api)eaiance or iiieasuremeiil of a charact erist ic governed by a genie or 
a. number of geiies is called the phenotype. If the three possible genotypes 
(AA, A a and aa) for a, characteristic controlled by a gene show three distinct 
phenotypes, then the alleles are described as co-doniiiiant. If individuals with 
genotypes AA and Aa show the same phenotype, then A is defined as the 
dominant allele and a is the recessive allele. 
Mendelian genetics was derived mainly from experimental populations ob-
tained by controlled crossing between individuals having distinct phenotypes 
such as flower color and leaf shape. Backcross and F2 are commonly used mat-
ing schemes for obtaining experimental populations. The mating starts with a 
cross between two homozygous individuals (AA and aa for a single gene trait). 
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A haploid germ cell produced by a parent, such as a sperm or an egg, is called 
as a gamete. In this example, a haploid gamete contains a single copy of each 
gene. The AA individual produces gametes with a single copy of A and the 
aa individual produces gametes with a single copy of a. The offspring of the 
cross is defined as an F1 hybrid and will result from the fusion of gamete A 
and gamete a. to produce a diploid genotype Aa. The F1 crossed with one of 
the parents (AA or aa) is a, backcross. F2 progeny are the resiill of the F1 
crossed with itself or with its sibs. 
iMeiidelian laws include the law of segregation and the law of independent 
assortment. For traits controlled by a single gene and having simple heredity, 
each somatic cell of an individual carries a pair of alleles. The paired alleles 
segregate from each other into gametes during meiosis. Among the gametes 
produced by an individual, half of them carry one allele of the pair and the 
other half carry the other member of the gene pair. Menclelian segregation im-
plies that the genotypic segregation ratio is 1:1 for alleles having co-dominant 
inheritance in a backcross population and is 1:2:1 in an F2 population. For 
alleles having dominant inheritance, the phenotypic segregation ratio is 3:1 in 
F2 progeny. However, dominant genes could have a phenotypic segregation 
ratio of 1:1 or have no segregation in backcross progeny, depending on the 
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choice of parent for the backcross. 
The law of independent, assortment explains the inheritance of unlinked 
multiple genes. The law states that each pair of alleles of a gene segregates 
independently. Baaed on the law of independence, two genes A and B, with 
two alleles for each gene (A and a for gene A and B and b for gene B), can form 
9 possible genotypes (AABB, AABb, A Abb, AaBB, AaBb, Aabb, aaBB. aaBb 
ami aabb). The expected segregation ratio for the nine genotype is (1:2:1)2 _ 
1:2:1:2:4:2:1:2:1 in the F2 progeny. 
Genet ic linkage is the association of genes located on the same chromo-
some. The segregation ratio for the genotypes and plienotypes deviates from 
the Menclelian independent assortment ratios. The parental types are more fre-
quent when recombination frequency is low. During meiosis, the homologous 
chromatids can go through a process of breakage and reunion. If the reunion 
results ill chromosomal segment exchange between a pair of chromosomes, it 
is called crossover. The result of the recombination is the existence of non-
parental chromosomes in two of the cellular meiotic products. Crossing over 
is essential as it ensures proper chromosomal disjunction and thus preserves 
the integrity of cliploidy at meiosis. It also generates and maintains genetic 
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variation by creating new combinations of alleles and increases evolutionary 
flexibility. 
Recombination in general occurs randomly on chromosomes and the re-
combination between different loci is significantly associated with the physical 
distance between the loci, while a locus is defined as the chromosome location 
oi. a gciic or any specific DNA st;qu(_)ii(.c. It can be nieasiuiHl by the rccoiiihi-
iiatioii fraction, which is the ratio of recombinant gametes to total gametes. 
1.2 Linkage Disequilibrium 
A Population is in equilibrium (often called Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium) 
if the gene and genotypic frequencies are constant from generation to genera-
tion. This implies the allelic frequency and genotypic frequency have a simple 
relationship. For example, for a two-allele model where p^ and pa are allelic 
frequencies for alleles A and a, and Paa^ PAq and Paa are genotypic frequencies 
for genotypes AA, Aa and aa respectively, then 
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PAA = p\ 
PAa =如 APa 
Paa = P'i 
Disequilibrium is defined as the departure from the Hardy-Weinberg equi-
lihriiini. This can he quantified by disequilibrium coefficient, 6. For a two-locus 
model, let D and M denote the loci each with two alleles, Di，D) and A/i, Mo 
respectively. Suppose the allelic frequency of A/i is ni and the allelic frequency 
of Di is p. Then the disequilibrium coefficient would l)e 
freq{MxD]) — mp 
Disequilibrium is closely related to genetic linkage. Linkage is a major 
source of disequilibrium and would significantly reduce the speed of decay of 
the association between genes. Detecting linkage is very important in genetic 
mapping, for example, in the process of finding gone loci that contribute to a 
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genetic disease, a notable first step is to demonstrate linkage between a gene or 
DNA sequence of known location (a “marker"). If an allele of a genetic marker 
occurs at a significantly higher frcqiiciicy among the aficctcd individuals then 
among normal individuals, the marker may be linked with the disease-causing 
gene. Therefore, linkage disequilibrium detection is a method commonly used 
in linkage analysis. 
1.3 Transmission Disequilibrium Test 
Transmission disequilibrium t,est (TDT) is one of the most common tests 
for finding markers linked to disease genes in human. It has been studied 
by Ott (1989), Jiilier et al. (1991) and Speilmaii et al. (1993). Since the 
marker alleles associated with disease have a high probability of being trans-
mitted to affected offspring, the underlying genetics is linkage disequilibrium 
at the population level. TDT compares the marker alleles frequencies of the 
affected offspring and its parents. The asymptotic distribution of the TDT is 
Chi-Square distributed with one degree of freedom. However, the exact con-
ditional distribution of the test can be shown to be binomial distributed. It is 
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of interest to compare the exact and asymptotic behaviors of this test-
It is well known that the cxact conditional tests usually deflate tlic level of 
sigiiifiraiice (Lancaster. 1952 and 1961). Lancaster proposed to use the ]\Iid 
p-value instead of p-value. We will also discuss the Mid p-value of the TDT in 
t his thesis. It is of interest to mention t.hat Tang, Liao, Ng and Chan (2007) 
rcx'ciitly stiulitHl the ajsymptotic, cxact aiicl jMid-j) vahics of diifciciit U;sls im-
(Icr inverse .sampling. 
1.4 Scope of Thesis 
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2，we introduce the TDT 
statistic and its asymptotic distribution. We then derive the conditional dis-
tribution of the statistic given the number of heterozygous pairs in Chapter 3. 
Ill Chapter 4, we examine the performance of the test statistics and p-value 
calculation methods. A close related test, haplotype relative risk test, will be 
briefly discusscd in Chapter 5 and conclusion will be drawn in Chapter G. 
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Chapter 2 
Transmission Disequilibrium Test 
Transmission (liseqnilibrium test (TDT) is a common test which has been 
used for finding inaikers linked to disease-causing genes in Imiiiaiis (Spiehnaii 
et al. 1993). The lest makes use of tlie concept that niarker alleles which 
are associaXecl wit h disease would ha\'e a, high probability of being transmit ted 
to affected offspring. It tries to look for linkage disequilibrium at population 
level. 
2.1 The Model 
Let D denote a disease locus with disease allele D\ and a norma] allele 
D2, where D2 is dominant over Di (recessive disease), and M denote a marker 
locus with alleles Mi and M2. Suppose the allelic frequency of Mi is m and 
the allelic frequency of Di is p. Let the discquilibiimii coefficient be 6 = 
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Jreq{M\D\) — mp and the recombination fraction be 6. Consider the two loci 
jointly, a total of four haplotypes are possible. Their respective population 
froquciicics arc defined as follows; 
P{MiDi) = nip + 6 = xi 
/)(MiD2) = m( l-7) ) —d，二 .7:2 
PiMoDy) = {I - ni)]) - 6 = x-s 
= ( 1 - — p) + d = .r, 
For simplicity, .X'l, X2, x-^  and are used to denote the haplotype i.i.equen-
cies respectively. According to Ott. (1989)，the conditional distribution of the 
genotypes of the parents given that they have an affected child could be calcu-
lated, where a recessive mode of inheritance is assumed. Since the genotypes 
of the two parents are iiidepeiiclent, the conditional genotype distribution of 
one parent could be obtained as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Conditional Genotype Distribution of One Parent Given that the Parents 
Have an Affected Child 
MiDx A/i D2 M2D1 M2D2 Sum 
x\/p ^XxX2/p XxX-i/p \xix^/p + P)/P 
M1D2 i-riX2/p 0 0 
MM \x2x'i/p xj/p ^Xri{l+p)/p 
" 2 , ) ‘ 2 () h-^-^l-.l/P 0 广 I 
Sum i.r,(l +p)/p + p)/p 丄 
Fiirtlieniiore, one may calculate the conditional probabilities with which 
any one parent transmits and does not transmit marker alleles to an af-
fected child, which is the conditional joint distribution of transniitted and 
nontransniitted marker alleles. For example, given that the parental genotype 
is MiDi /M2Do, Pr(transmit A/i with D ^ and the other allele is M2) = 1-6', 
and Pr(transmit M2 with Di , and the other allele is A/i) = 6. Weighted by 
the genotype probabilities, the total distribution of transmitted and nontrans-
mitted marker alleles over all genotypes of one parent, is given in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Joint Distribution of Transmitted and Nontransmitted Marker Alleles for 
One Parent 
Noil transmitted 
Transmitted Mi AI2 Sum 
Ml m'^ + '-f m ( l-m) + (l - 9 - tii)^ m + (l— 
M2 m(l -m) + (0-m) j (1 -…尸一(1 - m)， 1 - m - (1 -
Sum in + f 1 - m - ， 1 
2.2 The Data Structure and The Statistic 
Suppose n affcctcfl childron ar(； .saniplod. thou 2n corresponding parents 
that are heterozygous for the marker are also sampled. Each of the 2n parents 
can be designated by which allele was transmitted or not transmitted to the 
alfcctcd child, and the data arc organized according to Tabic 3. For instance, 
if the child is a hoinozygote Mi M i , then both the alleles Mi and in the 
two parents must have been transmitted to the child and the frequency of 77,12 
of Table 3 increases by two. Similarly, frequency 7221 increases by two if the 
child is a liomozygote M2M2. The frequencies .niia.nd 1122 contributed by the 
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homozygous parents are irrelevant. 
Table 3. Combinations of Transmitted and Nontransniitted Marker Alleles among 
2n Parents of n Affected Cliildreii 
Noil transmitted 
Tnuisiiiittcd M\ M2 Snni 
j、/i "11 iiy) ".11 +"-12 
M) /i,2、 "21 + "22 
Sum "11+ "21 "12 + f'22 2/), 
The problem of interest would be the presence of linkage, therefore one may 
want to test, the hypothesis 0 = i.e. the homologous chromatids reconibiiie 
freely and linkage does not exist. Since 
£'(77,12) = 2/7. X Pr(transmit A/i, and the other allele is M2) 
= 2 n X [771(1 — m) -\-{l-0 - m)^] 
and 
E(n2i) = 271 X Pr(transmit M2, and the other allele is Mi) 
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= 2 n X [777,(1 - m.) + {9 - m)^], 
they are equal and 
E(ni2) = E(ji2i) = 2n x [m(l - m) + (0.5 - m ) 》 
wlieii 6 = 
Note that in Table 2, the only data vahios that 1 )ear on 0 are ".12 and .",21. 
This implies that only the data from heterozygous M1M2 parents should be 
used ill the lest. On the other hand, when f) = E { n 12)——五('"'21) whatever 
the values of /??,, p and S. Now any with 1 degree of freedom must, be of 
the form x" = ('« — v)'^/Var{u — v), where E{u) and E{v) are equal under 
the hypothesis being tested, and often the denominator is a. variance estimate 
rather than a known variance. Thus an appropriate test statistic is of the 
form 
(7112 — 
Estimated Variance of {ni2 — '"21) 
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This X" test statistic is the standard approximation to a binomial test of t he 
equality of two proportions, when data coming from all heterozygous parents 
are being used. Under null hypothesis, when (9 = n\2 follows a binomial 
distribution with sample size 77,12 + '"'21 and probability of success 0.5. Given 
n\2 + ".21 is known and fixed (constant), then 
Var{nx2 — "‘21) = V'm-{"i2 — [(77,12 + n-n) 一 "i-i]} 
= V a r [ l n n 一 ("-12 + n-ii)] 
= 4 V a r { n i 2 ) 
=4[(77,i2 + n2i)(0.5)(0.5)l 
= " 1 2 + "'21 
Sometimes this test is referred as "McNemar's test", and in the present 
case is takes the form of the x^ statistic 
2 (”'i2 - "21)2 
X = ; 
and this is the transmission disequilibrium test (TDT) statistic. 
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Chapter 3 
Small Sample Properties of Transmis-
sion Disequilibrium Test 
3.1 Exact Distribution of TDT Statistic 
The Transmission Disequilibriimi Test statistic follows a x^ distribution 
wit li 1 (legi.(，e of [reecloiii asyinplotically. However, when tlic sample size is 
small, the x" distribution might not be able to provide a good approximation 
to the true distribution. We, therefore, work out the exact distribution of the 




Pr{nn,ni2,77.21} = MrK^VsT (1 - Pii - P12 -
� n i l , ?ll2, n2l, 7222 j 
,nil + ni2 + 7121 < 2n 
where pij is the probability that the observation falls in the row and the 产 




P r { n n + n。】} 二 (Pi2 + (1 — lh2 — 
y ni2 + "'21 乂 
, n i l + ' " 1 2 = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2 / 7 , 
Therefore the conditioiuvl (lislribiition of /?,i2 given that, n.io + ."..21 is fixed is 
simply a binomial (listribiitioii with size n.u + ^21 aii(l pi.()ha.bilit,y 
= m ( l - m) + [(1 - 0 -
1) — 2m.{l - rn) + (1 - 2iv)d/p � ) 
Using this exact distribiition, we can compare the asymptotic and exact be-
haviors of the TDT statistic at different sample sizes. 
First of all, one may try to find if tliere is any inconsistency of the test 
statistic's performances. We can examine the type I error of the test statistic 
at difference sample sizes to see if the type I errors under the exact binomial 
distribution meets the designated ones. As mentioned before, under null hy-
pothesis, when i9 = E(ni2)=五(7如)，no matter what values m, p and S 
take. Therefore, one may make use of the binomial distribution, using the 
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number of heterozygous parents as sample size, and 0.5 as the probability of 
success. That is, it follows the distribution Bin(ji 12 + n2i, 0.5) under null 
hypothesis. 
In the following computation, a type I error level (alpha level) of 0.05 is 
used. Under the x‘f distribution, the mill hypothesis would be rejected when 
("1‘2 - "21 尸 2 
~~~T~T； 〉入'1’ 1) 05 
"12 + "21 
where Xi. 0.05 is the upper 5% critical value of Chi-Sqiiare distribution wit h one 
degree of freedom. At different values of 1112 + 7121, all the scenarios that the 
mill hypothesis would be rejected under x^ distribution were coimted, and the 
probabilities for such scenarios were computed based on binomial distribution 
at their respective sample sizes (77,12 + "'‘21). Then these probabilities were 
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Figure 1 shows the exact type I error of TDT at different sample sizes with 
alpha level being set at 0.05. It can be seen that the true (exact) type I error 
does not match the proposed alpha level when sample size is relatively small. 
It keeps fiiictiiating initil the sample size reaches about 100. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to believe that the distribution does not provide a good approx-
imation of the true situation when there is no sufficient samples. 
3.2 Power under Alternative Hypothesis 
A next step one may take is to work out the exact power of the test, at 
different sample sizes. Under the alternative Itypotliesis — E^iixo)— 
E(71,21)), the test statistic follows a noncentral x^ distribution with 1 degree of 
freedom and noii-ceiitrality parameter 
??-12 - "21 
V m 2 + n2i 力 
Let be the conditional probability for n u which is given by (1). Concli-
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tioned on ni2 + n2\, the iion-centrality parameter would become 
sJriYl + 7121 
while ni2 + ?7-2i is known and fixed (constant), and 
五 ( " 1 2 - "21) = - [("-12 + "21) - "1‘2]} 
= 印 " 1 2 — (."'12 + ",21)] 
=2 / / ( " 1 2 + 仆21 ) - (/il2 + "‘21 ) 
Therefore the conditional non-ceiitrality parameter would be 
+ '7,21) 一 ("12 + •几21) 12 /o , / i / ； 、2 
[ y , = (2p \/ni2 + "21 - Vni2 + 77,21)2 
A procedure similar to the one used in computing type I error could be 
applied in the calculation of power. Using cliffeieiit sets of parameters (m, 
p and S), conditional probabilities for 7742 would be computed with 0 ranges 
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from 0.01 to 0.5 (under the definition of recombination fraction, Q would not 
be greater than 0.5). Then by counting the scenarios that the null hypothesis 
would be rejected, the powers are calculated with respect to the conditional 
probabilities. Also, the corresponding asymptotic powers are calculated using 
the non-centrality parameter derived above and are used to compare with the 
exacl. powers. 
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Figure 2: Exact and Asymptotic Powers, rn = 0.2, p = 0.2, S ~ 0.03 (circles 二 
exact, lines = asymptotic) 
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Figure 3: Exact and Asymptotic Powers, m = 0.2, p 二 0.5，6 = 0.05 (circles = 
exact, lines = asymptotic) 
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Figure 4: Exact and Asymptotic Powers, rn = 0.2, p = 0.2, () = -0.03 (circles = 
exact, lines = asymptotic) 
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Figure 5: Exact and Asymptotic Powers, rn 二 0.5, p 二 0.5，S = —0.1 (circles = 
exact, lines = asymptotic) 
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The above figures compare the exact and asymptotic powers at different 
sample sizes, using four different sets of parameters. The asymptotic powers 
do not match the true ones when the sample is relatively small. However, when 
the sampl(> size reaches about. 30，there would not, be a .significant difference 
between the exact and asymptotic methods for all the four different sets of 
parameters. 
The perfoniiaiice of t he test, varies with the choice of parameters. However, 
it is the value of the conditional probability which ultimately affects the per-
formance. Figure 6 shows the coiKlitional probabilities under the four sets of 
parameters used in the above graphs. When the conditional probabilities for 
a specific set of paraiiieters deviate more from 0.5 (i.e. condition under null 
hypothesis, and the direction would not affect the result as the test statistic is 
a quadratic function), the difference between the exact and asymptotic powers 
would diminish faster as the sample size increases. In other words, when the 
true situation deviates more from the null hypothesis, the asymptotic method 
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While putting the test into use, the criterion we use in making a decision is 
p-value. Therefore it is sensible to compare the exact p-value with its asymp-
totic counterpart at small sample sizes. For a certain value of ny2 + ,"21，all 
possible values of x^ = (二；二) are considered, and the exact p-value for 
these valut;8 m.(、（-ompuUxl according to tlu; deliiiitioii of value Pr{T > t) 
using hinoinial probability densities, where T is the test statistic. Also the 
asymptotic p-vahies are calculated using distribution for all possil)le values 
of t he t est statistic and compared with t he exact ones. 
Tab le 4. E x a c t aiirl A s y m p t o t i c P-Values at Difforoi i t S a m p l e Sizes 
Sample Size = 5 
Exact P-Value 
x'^ Exact P-Value using Mid-I) Method Asymptot ic P-Value 
0.2 1.0000 0.68750 0.65472 
1.8 0.3750 0.21875 0.17971 
5.0 0.0625 0.03125 0.02535 
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Table 4. Exact and Asymptotic P-Values at. Different Sample Sizes (Continued) 
Samp le Size = 10 
Exact P-Value 
Exact P-Value us ing Mid-P Me thod Asymp to t i c P-Vahic 
0.0 1.000000 0.8769531 1.000000 
0.4 0.753906 0.5488281 0.527089 
1.6 0.3-13750 0.2265625 0.205903 
3.() 0.109375 0.0054297 0.057780 
G. l 0.021484 O.Ol 17187 0.011-112 
10.0 0.001953 ().()()097()6 0.001565 
Samp le Size = 1 5 
Exact P-Value 
Exac t P-Value using Mid-P Me thod Asymp to t i c P-Vahic 
O.OGGG? l.OOOc+OO 8.03Go-()l 0.7962534 
O.GOOOO 6.072C-01 4.545c-()l 0.4385780 
I .66667 3.018C-01 2.101c-01 0.19G7056 
3.266G7 1.185C-01 7.G81c-02 0.0707011 
5.40000 3.516c-()2 2.127c-()2 0.0201368 
8.06GC7 7.385C-03 4.181c-()3 0.0045087 
II.2(5667 9.766C-04 5.188c-()4 0.0007891 
15.00000 G.104C-05 3.052c-05 0.0001075 
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Table 4. Exact and Asymptotic P-Values at. Different Sample Sizes (Continued) 
Samp le Size = 25 
Exact P-Valuc 
Exac t P-Value us ing Micl-P Me t hod Asympto t i c P-Value 
0.04 l.OOOc+00 8.450C-01 8.415c-01 
().3G 6.90()o01 5.572C-01 5.485c-()l 
1.00 4.244c-()l 3.269C-01 3.173c-01 
I.9G 2.295c-()l l.G8Gc-()l l .Gloc-Ol 
3.21 1.078tv01 7.552c-()2 7.18(k、-()2 
‘1.81 4.329O-02 2.89Gc-02 2.781 (>02 
{).7() l.l()3c-()2 9.355c-()3 9.322c-()3 
<).()() 4.()77o-03 2.494c-()3 2.7()0o-()3 
I I .5G 9.1()5c-()l 5.335C-04 (;.739(、-()l 
14.44 1.5G5c-(M 8.798c-05 1.小 17c-0.1 
17.()4 1.943c-()5 1.049C-05 2.6()9cv()5 
21.IG 1.55()c-0G 8.047C-07 4.225c-()G 
25.00 5.960O-08 2.980c-()8 5.733c-()7 
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Table 4. Exact and Asymptotic P-Values at. Different Sample Sizes (Continued) 
Sample Size = 35 
Exact P-Valuc 
Exac t P-Valuc using Mid-P M e t h o d Asymp to t i c P-Value 
0.02857 l.OOOo+OO 8.679c-01 8.658c-01 
0.25714 7.359C-01 (U77c-()1 G.121c-01 
0.71429 -l.OOGc-Ol 4.050c-01 3.980c-01 
I.IOOOO S.lOrxvOl 2.430o-()l 2.3()7c-()l 
2.31 129 1.755(>()1 1.325c-()l 1.282c-()l 
3 . 457M 8.9530-02 G.525o-()2 G.298c-()2 
-1.82857 -l.()9()o-02 2.882c-()2 2.799o-02 
G.42857 l.()f)7o-()2 1.133c-()2 1.123c-()2 
8.2571 1 5.9880-03 3.933c-()3 l.()5{)o-()3 
10.31129 1.878O-03 1.193c-03 1.320c-()3 
12.0()()0() 5.083c-()4 3.12Gc-(M 3.857c-04 
15.11429 l.l()8c-()4 G.960c-()5 1.012c-()4 
17.85714 2.23GC-05 1.291c-05 2.381c-05 
20.82857 3.'lG5c-()G 1.942c-()G 5.()23c-()G 
24.02857 4.177C-07 2.272c-07 9.492c-07 
27.45714 3.G73c-()8 1.941c-08 1.60Gc-07 
31.11429 2.095c-()9 1.077c-09 2.433c-08 
35.00000 5.821C-11 2.91()c-ll 3.297c-09 
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Table 4. Exact and Asymptotic P-Values at. Different Sample Sizes (Continued) 
Samp le Size = 50 
Exact P-Valuc 
Exac t P-Value using Micl-P Me thod Asymp to t i c P-Value 
0.00 l.OOOc+OO 9.439C-01 l.OOOc+00 
(3.08 8.877C-01 7.798c-01 7.773c-01 
0.32 ().718c-01 5.758C-01 5.71Gc-()l 
0.72 4.799c-()l ••l.Ollc-Ol 3.9()lc-01 
I .28 3.222C-01 2.()24e-()l 2.579o-()l 
2.()() 2.02Go-()l l.G08o-()l 1.573c-()l 
2.88 1.189c-()l 9.1f)lc-02 8.9G9c-02 
3.92 (i.491c-()2 1.8870-02 4.771c-()2 
5.12 3.284c-()2 2.1()9e-{)2 2.3G5c-()2 
G.48 1.535C-02 1 .()97c-02 i.091c-02 
8.00 ().G0()c-()3 4.G01C-03 4.0780-03 
9.G8 2.()()2c-03 1.7G9o03 1.863c-03 
I I . 5 2 9.3G2c-()4 G.210c-()4 ().885e-04 
13.52 3.059e-04 1.98()c-04 2.3G0c-M 
15.68 9.021c-()5 5.704c-()5 7.501c-()5 
18.00 2.38GC-05 1.474c-05 2.209c-05 
20.48 5.G14c-()6 3.389c-06 6.026c-0G 
23.12 1.164C-0G G.867c-07 1.522c-06 
25.92 2.099C-07 1.212c-07 3.559c-07 
28.88 3.244C-08 1.832c-08 7.700c-08 
32.00 4.210c-()9 2.328c-09 1.542c-08 
35.28 4.462O-10 2.416c-10 2.855c-09 
38.72 3.708c-11 1.9G7o-ll 4.892c-10 
42.32 2.267C-12 1.179e-12 7.750c-11 
4G.08 9.059C-14 4.619c-14 1.135c-ll 
50.00 1.776c-15 8.882c-16 1.537c-12 
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The above tables show the exact and asymptotic p-values at different sam-
ple sizes. The first columns show the values of the test statistic at given sample 
sizes, while the second and forth columns show the exact and asymptotic p-
valiies respectively. P-valiies by the two approaches do not seern to match. 
However, it is known that exact conditional methods may produce deflated 
type I error rales which are much less than the pre-choseii level, and one may 
consider t he iMkl-/^ adjust nieiit suggested by Lancaster (1952, 1961) in order to 
overcome this problem. In this case, the exact p-values are adjlisted according 
to the following: 
, … PriT > t) + PriT > t) 
Mid P-Value = ~ 2 
The third columns of the tables show the adjusted p-values. After the 
adjustment, the differences between the exact and asymptotic p-values have 
been significantly reduced. There is no decisive difference for the two sets of 
p-values even when the sample size is very small. This implies that using x'^  




Exact P-Value and Power 
Note t hat both t he exact and asymptotic distributions of the TDT stat istic 
aro coiiclilioiial (listiibutions given that .11.1.2 + ."'21 aro fix(、(l. In or(l(n- to (、valu-
ate the uiicoiiditional performances of this statistic, we consider (he following 
(luaiit ities: 
pj{0,p,in,S, o) = ^ I Hq,ii>^i'2, n.2i,0) > a}Pr{ni2|iii2 + 1121 }Pr{ 1112 + 1121} > 
n 1 2 + 7 1 2 1 = 0 I 7 1 1 2 = 0 ) 
(2) 
where cji is the asymptotic p-value, qo is the exact p-value and (js is the Mid-p 
value of the TDT statistic. It is noteworthy that the actual size is simply equal 
to jdj(~,p, m’ S. ci) while the actual power can be calculated by m, S, a) 
where Qa 
The probability distribution of 7212 +1121 in (2) is binomial distributed with 
2n and p = pi2 +P21. Therefore it is a function of the nuisance parameters 
m,p, (5 when Q + Therefore, it is also of interest to investigate whether these 
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parameters are affecting the actual power. To answer this question, we have 
tried the three sets of parameter values of {p, m, 6) and two different a values 
to examine the actual power. 
T a b l e 5 .1 . A c t u a l S izes , m = 0 .5 , p = 0 .2 , 6 = 0 .03 , 0 = 0 .5 , (v = 0 .05 
/) T D T Exact Mid-P Me thod 
5 ().()5372429 ().0GU987'17 0.()7112148 
10 0.0421330G ().0235G125 0.04203501 
15 ().() 17「)丨585 0.02770288 O.01085411 
20 0.05275543 ().02958C99 ().()4558313 
25 0.()53()2539 0.02958025 0.04438887 
30 0.05205012 0.03267G95 ().()4()80387 
40 0.04906697 0.03474953 0.04854803 
45 U.{)194()GG3 0.03608244 0.0493620G 
50 ().()4942G81 0.03074310 0.04942462 
55 0.04914780 0.03G99944 0.04914644 
GO ().04928()71 0.03740138 0.04924082 
65 0.04990785 0.03800152 0.04949404 
70 0.05045071 0.03811014 0.04907818 
75 0.05073865 0.03786824 0.04841837 
80 0.05075482 0.03787G75 0.04819435 
85 0.05056674 0.038302G8 0.04849947 
90 0.05031477 0.03895567 0.04901301 
95 0.05022518 0.03941236 0.04922122 
100 0.05029439 0.03953596 0.04907550 
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Table 5.4. Actual Powers, m = 0.5, p = 0.2, S = 0.03, 6> = 0.2, a 二 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me t hod 
5 0 . 0 5 5 5 2 4 9 2 0 . 0 7 1 9 5 5 2 6 0 . 0 8 0 4 8 4 3 1 
10 0 . 0 4 5 5 8 5 8 8 0 . 0 2 6 0 9 6 5 3 0 . 0 4 5 5 8 3 2 8 
15 0 . 0 5 3 3 5 7 0 3 0 . 0 3 1 8 2 9 9 2 0 . 0 5 2 5 9 1 7 9 
2 0 0 . 0 6 1 0 8 3 ( 3 0 0 . 0 3 5 2 6 2 8 0 0 . 0 5 3 1 1 9 4 1 
25 0.0(5418118 0.03678719 0.05377381 
：}() 0 . 0 0 4 5 2 7 8 3 0 . 0 3 9 5 1 2 1 5 0 . 0 5 6 1 8 2 0 7 
3 5 ().()G39cS()7n 0 . 0 1 3 6 3 0 1 5 0 . ( ) ( ) ( )57159 
•U) 0 . 0 ( ) 5 2 8 4 5 8 0 . 0 4 7 8 3 0 5 5 ( ) . 0G4G83G2 
45 0.()()7787G7 0.()512()348 0.t)G773(i01 
5 0 ( ) . ( ) ( )989G57 0 . 0 5 3 7 8 1 7 ( ) ( ) . 0 G 9 8 9 4 0 3 
5 5 ( ) . ( ) 71G3921 U . 0 5 5 8 8 1 8 8 0 . 0 7 1 0 3 7 3 9 
60 0.07393434 0.05821257 0.07387148 
G5 () . ()7G8G7()G 0 . 0 0 0 8 2 9 3 5 ( ) . ( ) 7C29987 
7 0 0 . 0 7 9 7 2 2 G 2 0 . 0 6 2 7 7 5 3 7 0 . 0 7 7 8 2 9 6 0 
7 5 0 . 0 8 2 2 3 9 2 2 0 . 0 6 4 2 5 2 3 0 0 . 0 7 9 0 3 6 3 2 
8 0 0 . 0 8 4 4 0 3 8 8 0 . 0 6 6 1 0 5 3 8 0 . 0 8 0 8 3 9 7 3 
8 5 0 . ( ) 8 ( )28 ( )57 0 . 0 6 8 5 8 4 8 4 0 . 0 8 3 3 8 6 0 4 
90 0.08807994 0.07142042 0.08623253 
95 0.09011036 0.07397559 0.088G4183 
100 0.09236734 0.07604341 0.09054580 
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Table 5.4. Actual Powers, m = 0.5, p = 0.2, S = 0.03, 6> = 0.2, a 二 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Method 
5 0.0G097307 0.08575788 0.09311654 
10 0.05611607 0.03341014 0.05620132 
15 0.07111226 0.04443489 0.07013390 
20 0.08655863 0.05300396 0.07631174 
25 0.()965G3()9 0.05947869 0.08281150 
30 0.10298730 0.06778670 0.09162377 
35 0.1()8()8()37 0.07844885 {).1()33()8-18 
40 0.11572077 0.08950141 0.11188821 
15 0.12507322 ().0995()4()3 0.12500155 
5U 0.13385073 0.10841025 ().1；«8172() 
5 5 ( ) .M2( )9 ( )7 '1 ( ) . 1 1 G C 3 8 4 5 ().1-12()9；5()7 
GO 0.151253(50 0.1253G0G2 0.15114844 
()5 0.16145504 0.13-163144 0.16050590 
70 0.17150117 0.14277898 0.16838945 
75 0.18113G()4 0.15015779 0.17575072 
80 0.19013749 0.15825022 0.18410953 
85 0.19865937 0.1G750926 0.19372779 
90 0.20701972 0.17745105 0.20385834 
95 0.21577701 0.18G90114 0.21322597 
100 0.22490657 0.19547238 0.22171030 
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Table 5.4. Actual Powers, m = 0.5, p = 0.2, S = 0.03, 6> = 0.2, a 二 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Method 
5 0.07020715 0.10269680 0.10953907 
10 0.07421671 0.04607253 0.07438376 
15 0.10167136 0.06672488 0.10036668 
20 0.13037350 0.08474588 0.11G65129 
25 0.15235952 0.10049242 0.1336188G 
30 0.16953923 0.11916646 0.15370338 
3 5 0 . 1 8 4 7 5 G 8 3 0 . 1 4 1 6 7 3 2 1 0 . 1 7 8 1 G 3 C 6 
40 0.2034()-457 0.16498518 0.20229680 
45 0.22450350 0.18683251 0.22440290 
50 0.244()139G 0.20705373 0.24'i(){)9()l 
55 0.26383019 ().22()22291 0.2()3S2o89 
GO 0.28418740 ().24()07U26 0.28403993 
()5 0.30584837 ().2()G653G7 0.30451771 
70 0.32714986 0.28542G18 0.32270808 
75 0.34715683 0.30288655 0.33993848 
80 ().3C()7()G28 0.32122384 0.35833463 
85 0.38503429 0.34106334 0.37821939 
90 0.40286029 0.36166264 0.39853808 
95 ().420939G9 0.38131285 0.41754184 
100 0.43922577 0.39943888 0.43505020 
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Table 5.5. Actual Sizes, m = 0.5, p = 0.2, S = 0.03, d 二 0.5，q = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Method 
5 0.09729767 0.07142448 0.09714508 
10 0.10791558 0.04720888 0.08530933 
15 0.09899257 0.06070918 0.09711845 
20 0.09753958 0.06528275 0.09750460 
25 0.09742813 0.06721572 0.09742782 
30 0.09984317 0.07101800 0.09984317 
35 ().1()0228()6 0.()732()()38 0.10022860 
40 ().099()5()33 0.07381507 U.09905033 
15 0.09818485 0.07410498 0.09818485 
50 0.09875782 0.()754()G82 0.()98757G3 
55 ().099l()322 O.OTGG^OOO 0.()<)9{)8467 
GO 0.0991-lOGG 0.07728854 0.09882782 
Go 0.099G8787 0.07741748 ().()980G418 
70 0.100G8G82 0.07738661 0.09732398 
75 0.10130593 0.07775124 0.09721743 
80 0.10100003 0.07843834 0.09743140 
85 0.10152295 0.07897153 0.09746301 
90 0.10117267 0.07937065 0.09741525 
9 5 0 . 1 0 0 5 8 9 3 6 0 . 0 7 9 8 0 0 5 3 0 . 0 9 7 5 7 4 4 8 
1 0 0 0 . 0 9 9 8 7 4 2 0 0 . 0 8 0 6 1 6 9 9 0 . 0 9 8 0 6 1 4 7 
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Table 5.6. Actual Powers, m = 0.5, p = 0.2, S = 0.03，d = 0.4, a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me thod 
5 0.09987246 0.08048431 0.10381313 
10 0.113966G8 0.05109094 0.09074498 
15 0.10781805 0.0674C624 0.10589100 
20 0.10930807 0.07473795 0.10927210 
25 0.11222535 0.0793226G 0.11222503 
30 0.11785876 ().()86()G881 0.1178587G 
35 0.12130142 {).()91()9G21 ().1213()442 
•10 0.12301212 0.094381G2 0.12301212 
•45 0.125064(58 0.09733849 0.12500468 
50 0.12873(313 0.10151 165 0.12873590 
55 0.1321381!) ().1()5()2{)2() 0.13211579 
GO 0 . 1 3 5 2 0 1 7 9 0 . 1 0 9 0 7 3 9 G 0 . 1 3 4 8 1 3 1 3 
G5 0.13880082 0.11189738 0.13689952 
70 0.14306993 0.11453548 0.13900154 
75 0.14683322 0.11768451 0.14186033 
80 0.15021102 0.12124809 0.14509408 
85 0.15313170 0.12462021 0.14809930 
9 0 0.15570706 0.12784732 0.15100593 
95 0.15797427 0.13120707 0.15417870 
100 0.16005798 0.13493755 0.15776935 
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Table 5.7. Actual Powers, m = 0.5, p = 0.2, 5 = 0.03，9 = 0.3, a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me thod 
5 0.1076298 0.09311654 0.1153697 
10 0.1321179 0.062G89CG 0.1070380 
15 0.1342778 0.08797544 0.1321935 
20 0.1445315 0.10344120 0.1444920 
25 0.15(53968 0 .116064% 0.1563965 
3() 0.1714439 0.13164559 0.1714439 
35 0.18381GG O.M518()5G 0.183816(5 
40 0.1939434 0.15051702 0.1939434 
45 0.2044325 0.1G745859 0.2044325 
50 0.2169275 0.18011115 0.2109272 
55 0.2289843 0.192G()81() 0.2289535 
GO 0.2405278 ().2()4309()7 0.2399937 
05 0.2528121 0.21502504 0.25011G9 
70 0.2657630 0.22544191 0.2G01678 
7 5 0 . 2 7 8 0 2 9 9 0 . 2 3 C 5 7 G 3 6 0 . 2 7 1 1 7 1 2 
80 0.28968()G 0.24827769 0.2825966 
85 ().30()G2()6 0.25965693 0.293G145 
90 ().310979G 0.270753G8 0.3044058 
95 0.3208058 0.28200557 0.3154832 
100 0.3302720 0.29375746 0.3270584 
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Table 5.8. Actual Powers, m = 0.5, p = 0.2, 5 = 0.03, 6 = 0.2, a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me thod 
5 0.1206669 0.10953907 0.1319402 
10 0.1023340 0.08243475 0.1343006 
15 0.1782066 0.12284073 0.1758746 
20 0.2027075 0.15212003 0.2026640 
25 0.2287987 0.17814408 0.2287983 
30 0.2584170 0.20800353 0.2584170 
35 0.284398G 0.23525029 0.2843980 
40 0.3072030 0.25936186 0.3072030 
45 0.3300329 0.28271859 0.3300329 
50 0.3549229 ().3()8() 1G09 0.3549225 
55 0.3788283 0.33292741 0.3787918 
GO 0.4016353 ().35G2590G 0.4010032 
()5 0.4248453 0.37802997 0.421G5G4 
70 0.4483757 0.39903305 0.441771G 
75 0.4705930 0.42053745 0.4625G5G 
80 0.4915970 0.44235048 0.4834155 
85 0.5112931 0.4G334100 0.5033275 
9 0 0 . 5 2 9 8 7 5 9 0 . 4 8 3 5 4 1 0 6 0 . 5 2 2 5 0 5 5 
9 5 0.5474285 0.50345898 0.5415154 
100 0.5641564 0.52349719 0.5G0G013 
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Table 5.9. Actual Sizes, m = 0.2, p = 0.2，6 = 0.03, 9 = 0.5，a' = 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me t hod 
5 0.05492964 0.10323585 0.11054034 
10 0.04333975 0.02569147 0.04352501 
15 0.04362385 0.02484780 0.04355426 
20 0.04937975 0.02885509 0.04709971 
25 0.05284092 0.02951734 0.04543392 
30 0.05355375 0.02957045 0.04445G81 
35 0.05254018 {).03()30()97 0.044G0423 
40 ().05()7340-i ().0317()()()1 0.04585792 
15 ().()1938935 0.03350335 ().()4751()99 
50 ().0191G53G ().()35()2()91 0.04871442 
55 0.0-1938128 ().()3(;() l(i8 丨） 0.04930877 
00 0.01911978 ().03GG3119 0.04941144 
G5 0.04924922 0.()3G920()3 0.04924724 
70 0.04919427 0.03717890 0.04917350 
75 ().()4948G43 0.03759491 0.04933615 
80 0.04997019 0.03798222 0.04939673 
85 0.05039763 0.0380G879 0.04907984 
9 0 0 . 0 5 0 6 6 0 2 3 0.03793855 0.04859599 
9 5 0 . 0 5 0 7 4 4 0 0 0 . 0 3 7 8 7 8 5 7 0 . 0 4 8 2 9 6 2 7 
1 0 0 0 . 0 5 0 6 7 4 5 1 0 . 0 3 8 0 5 7 3 1 0 . 0 4 8 3 2 9 2 7 
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Table 5.10. Actual Powers, rn = 0.2, p = 0.2, S = 0.03, Q = 0.4, a = 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Method 
5 0.057108G5 0.12310088 0.12840219 
10 0.04750767 0.03007500 0.04857541 
15 0.05025837 0.02943377 0.05020179 
20 0.05911811 0.03568641 0.05647513 
25 0.06500032 0.038220G1 0.05695313 
30 0.()()902897 ().01()1G15() 0.05824584 
35 0.07013599 0.04298133 ().()6084746 
40 0.07082715 ().()4(丨 74329 0.()G48()351 
45 0.07174885 0.05113812 ().0G94-1G()0 
50 0.07106132 0.0552.1897 ().()735()531 
55 0.07091928 ().()58773!)7 0.07682979 
GO 0 . 0 7 9 5 3 7 3 5 ().()(J17.W()() 0 . 0 7 9 5 2 7 0 3 
05 0.08187909 ().()G433798 0.08187686 
70 0.08440217 U.()()092975 0.08437032 
75 0.08743478 0.06979084 0.08720339 
80 0.09075090 0.07261999 0.08987306 
85 0.09401388 0.07499147 0.09197760 
90 0.09704254 0.07704184 0.09383741 
95 0.09981198 0.07922991 0.09598458 
100 0.10235019 0.0818322C 0.09805447 
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Table 5.11. Actual Powers, m = 0.2, p = 0.2, 6 = 0.03: 6 = 0.3’ a = 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me thod 
5 0.0G371049 0.14703384 0.15100686 
10 0.06027504 0.04021589 0.06217282 
15 0.07068653 0.04369537 0.07062712 
20 0.08911699 0.05723456 0.08544719 
2 5 0.10493714 0.06595004 0.09281004 
30 0.11090002 0.07420176 0.10142009 
35 ().12()04()22 ().()83993()2 0.111902GG 
40 0.13361G42 0.09557443 0.12407170 
15 0.M193G73 0.10847101 0.13845()GG 
50 0.15239226 0.12111357 0.15151930 
55 ().1()3()9()33 0.13292894 0.1()355-4'15 
GO 0.17459558 0.14390077 0.17457990 
05 0.1850517G 0.15429484 0.18504G9G 
70 0.19582079 0.16476458 0.19577013 
75 0.20748049 0.17578989 0.20700809 
8 0 0 . 2 1 9 6 2 0 7 2 0 . 1 8 G 7 8 4 3 8 0 . 2 1 8 0 5 3 2 4 
85 0.23164052 0.19093544 0.22801930 
90 0.24324700 0.20649739 0.23753080 
95 0.2543G214 0.21633608 0.24752406 
100 0.26502987 0.22G97334 0.25841475 
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Table 5.12. Actual Powers, m = 0.2, p = 0.2, S = 0.03: B = 0.2, o = 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me t hod 
5 0.07492943 0.17554307 0.17874008 
10 0.08239892 0.05698622 0.085092G8 
15 0.10631233 0.06937398 0.10623889 
20 0.14125528 0.09631908 0.13609592 
25 0.17311581 0.11G82441 0.15601333 
30 0.19980701 0.13714105 0.17777399 
35 ().2224()0()6 0.10002734 0.20214621 
10 0.24269540 0.18584318 0.22977330 
45 0.26377249 0.21375509 0.25873282 
50 0.28707052 0.24119784 ().28G448()1 
55 0.31249830 ().2G72037() ().3123()123 
GO 0 . 3 3 6 ' 1 4 8 4 3 ( ) .2917( )45 ( ) 0 . 3 3 6 4 2 5 6 9 
G5 0.35940277 0.31506762 0.35939642 
70 0.38238809 0.33822158 0.38231595 
75 0.40614197 0.3G184()21 0.40561805 
80 0.43010737 0.38509242 0.42810805 
85 0.453417G7 0.40677572 0.44882306 
90 0.47507721 0.42721C77 0.46847941 
95 0.49681441 0.44759452 0.48827842 
100 0.51689847 0.46858938 0.50872015 
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Table 5.16. Actual Powers, m = 0.2’ p = 0.2, 5 = 0.03； e = 0.2, a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Method 
5 0.1119189C 0.11054034 0.13144589 
10 0.10350984 0.044771()3 0.07972315 
15 0.10273537 0.05452342 0.0925G878 
20 0.09872325 0.0G248343 0.09773132 
25 0.09737767 ().0G53Gn56 0.09733122 
30 0.09741269 ().()()71()004 0.09741129 
35 ().()99299()G 0.07005155 ().()992f)903 
10 0.10017811 0.07235393 U.10017810 
15 ().()9982()71 0.07349717 0.09982071 
50 ().(){)882G92 0.07383592 {).()9882G92 
55 0.09832199 ().()7'1219()2 0.09832198 
GO ().()98G3G88 0.07517481 0.09803031 
G5 ().()99()011G 0.07622747 ().09898G41 
70 0.09912440 ().{)7G958G4 0.09897555 
75 0.09930159 0.07732057 0.09858952 
80 0.09985(363 0.07739818 0.09797028 
85 0.1005852G 0.07742914 0.0974338G 
9 0 0 . 1 0 1 1 4 0 1 5 0 . 0 7 7 6 7 4 I G 0 . 0 9 7 2 5 1 3 5 
95 0.10140913 0.07815055 0.09734369 
100 0.10155943 0.078G4835 0.09743945 
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Table 5.16. Actual Powers, m = 0.2’ p = 0.2, 5 = 0.03； e = 0.2, a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me thod 
5 0.1151890 0.12840219 0.14546052 
10 0.1107281 0.04994128 0.08631086 
15 0.1135710 0.06225110 0.10297941 
20 0.1130946 0.07370872 0.11206063 
25 0.1153086 0.07982194 0.11520015 
30 0.1190453 0.08482402 0.11904387 
35 ().12'183G7 0.09132003 0.12483071 
40 0.1295064 0.09714823 0.12950045 
•15 0.1327638 0. lO lGG i ' l l 0.13270384 
50 0.1352710 0.10524529 0.13527101 
55 0.1383508 0.1()892G8:5 0.13835082 
G(J 0.1423960 0.11335366 0.14239525 
65 0.1404865 0.11792324 0.14640735 
70 0.1502842 0.12210531 0.15009093 
75 0.1541596 0.12582432 0.15323525 
80 0.1585133 0.1291793G 0.15007080 
85 0.1631034 0.1324846G 0.15900106 
90 0.1G74740 0.13609497 0.16237923 
9 5 0 . 1 7 1 5 4 1 4 0 . 1 4 0 0 3 1 4 3 0 . 1 6 0 1 0 1 7 0 
1 0 0 0 . 1 7 5 3 0 1 2 0 . 1 4 4 0 0 3 5 5 0 . 1 6 9 8 1 6 4 7 
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Table 5.15. Actual Powers, m = 0.2, p = 0.2, S = 0.03. 0 = 0.3’ a = 0.1 
n TDT Exact Mid-P Method 
5 0.1250533 0.15100686 0.1655790 
10 0.1323936 0.06388533 0.1054485 
15 0.14G0681 0.08580502 0.1342384 
20 0.1561004 0.10794004 0.1549450 
25 0.1688459 0.12391999 0.1687918 
：}() 0.1833946 0.13881134 0.1833929 
35 ().2()()1355 0.15593097 ().2()()4351 
•10 0.2159595 0.17223065 0.2159595 
15 0.2295371 0.1867G78G 0.2295371 
50 ().2119905 0.19999470 ().2'119905 
55 0.2550937 0.21330440 0.2550937 
GO ().2G93784 (3.22780793 0.2G93774 
Go 0.2835849 0.24241433 0.28:35578 
70 0.2972548 0.25038540 0.2909815 
75 0.3109013 0.26958912 0.3095943 
80 0.3250819 0.28215937 0.321G284 
85 0.3394497 0.2945G49G 0.333G513 
9 0 0 . 3 5 3 3 6 0 5 0 . 3 0 7 3 4 2 7 7 ( ) . 34G1C41 
95 0.3006937 0.32051935 0.3590188 
100 0.3794413 0.33364246 0.3717135 
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Table 5.16. Actual Powers, m = 0.2’ p = 0.2, 5 = 0.03； e = 0.2, a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Method 
5 0.1416728 0.17874008 0.1920266 
10 0.1G84907 0.08734367 0.1374596 
15 0.2000096 0.12623897 0.1862749 
20 0.2269670 0.1C63509() 0.2256252 
25 0.2503585 0.19880910 0.2562957 
30 0.2873937 0.22982099 0.2873918 
35 0.3209312 0.26360383 0.3209311 
40 0.3519382 0.29593557 0.3519382 
•15 0.3798764 0.32548049 0.3798704 
50 {).1()5758() ().35279()03 ().4()575S() 
55 0.1:117273 0.37973489 0.-1317273 
GO 0.458'丨 2 % 0.40747303 0.4584285 
G5 0.4843490 0.4348213G 0.4843206 
70 0.5089165 0.4()073762 0.5086298 
75 0.5327031 0.485()7()10 0.5313329 
80 0.5563332 0.50801913 0.5527192 
85 0.5794541 0.53012042 0.5734189 
90 0.G013737 0.5519935G 0.5939763 
9 5 0 . 6 2 1 9 8 4 1 0 . 5 7 3 6 7 9 5 5 0 . 6 1 4 2 5 4 7 
1 0 0 0 . 6 4 1 3 3 2 3 0 . 5 9 4 6 7 8 8 1 0 . 6 3 3 7 3 7 8 
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Table 5.17. Actual Sizes, m = 0.8, p = 0.2, 5 = 0.03，d = 0.5, q = 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me thod 
5 0.09170698 0.29492234 0.29G30737 
10 0.05352952 0.09081541 0.09976027 
15 0.04653212 0.03670889 0.05206727 
20 0.04309327 0.02541415 0.04340307 
25 0.04335492 0.02467287 0.04325379 
30 0.0-1579242 0.02640507 ().()451582() 
35 ().(M87811G 0.02829811 0.04618437 
K) 0 . 0 5 1 1 6 5 0 7 0 . 0 2 9 2 7 3 0 7 ( ) . { )4G31849 
15 ().().52()3'1G8 0.02948073 0.04548140 
50 ().()5327()()0 0.02953347 ().() 1482290 
55 ().()-)32()575 0.02974215 ().()1455138 
GO 0.05277355 ().()3014()GG 0.04462593 
()5 ().()519G976 0.03074784 0.04502984 
70 0.05104762 0.03154039 0.04571743 
75 0.05021411 0.03246224 ().()4G55778 
80 0.04962667 0.03340824 0.0473939G 
85 0.()'1933()71 0.03428411 0.04811413 
90 0.0492(5184 ().()35035()() 0.0486G684 
95 0.04930611 0.035G4164 0.04904296 
100 0.04936312 0.03610734 0.04925700 
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Table 5.18. Actual Powers, m = 0.8，p = 0.2, S = 0.03: 9 = 0.4’ a = 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me t hod 
5 0.09384855 0.34875868 0.34945696 
10 0.0611G703 0.12391622 0.13041565 
15 0.05785383 0.05322582 0.06934065 
20 0.058330G5 0.03773793 0.05978406 
25 0.06314448 0.03864841 0.06319188 
30 ().()7()83725 0.04401511 0.009924 IG 
35 0.07912155 0.04995971 0.07599395 
40 0.08735402 0.054G9515 O.OSOOGGGG 
.15 ().()!)415235 0.05841199 0.08327249 
50 ().()9981775 0.()()2()1999 0.08(377419 
55 ().1(K1()()827 0.06597315 ().()9()85()83 
GO 0 . 1 0 8 6 2 1 2 1 0 . 0 7 0 3 4 1 2 9 ( ) . ( ) 9 550090 
Go (). 11210645 0.()751G163 0.10073588 
70 0.11536205 0.0804489C 0.10651314 
75 0.11874212 ().()8G0905G 0.11261493 
80 0.12253237 0.09187914 ().11876GG0 
85 0.12G82479 0.097G2147 0.1247G378 
90 0.13151269 0.10319555 0.13050164 
95 0.13639555 0.10854618 0.13594744 
100 0.14129319 0.11366296 0.14111219 
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Table 5.19. Actual Powers, m = 0.8, p = 0.2, S = 0.03. 9 = 0.3, o- = 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me t hod 
5 0.10039602 0.41138034 0.4117084 
10 0.08495438 0.17157461 0.1783424 
15 0.09372335 0.08767109 0.1110746 
20 0.10712862 0.07407957 0.1090478 
25 0.12077398 0.08498138 0.1269021 
：}() 0.15122881 0.10380757 ().M9()()76 
35 0.17742:575 n.l24()9()7C 0.1712908 
10 0.20271GG7 0.14242011 0.1890483 
15 ().22G 15995 0.159()83()() ().2()05874 
50 0.24 768223 0.17578895 ().224()553 
55 ().2()7171()9 ().19:W 小 111 0.2124893 
GO ().285794()1 0.21182702 ().2()18343 
05 0.30298907 0.2312772G 0.2821308 
70 0.31956299 0.251G8751 ().3()32850 
75 0.33613528 0.27277531 0.3248398 
80 0.35320752 0.294()57G() ().34G2552 
8 5 0 . 3 7 0 9 3 3 2 8 0 . 3 1 5 0 8 7 6 2 0 . 3 G 7 1 2 4 G 
90 0.38910714 0.33557985 0.3872375 
95 0.40735498 0.35539929 0.4065259 
100 0.42534116 0.37451085 0.4250062 
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Table 5.20. Actual Powers, in = 0.8, p = 0.2, 6 = 0.03. 6 = 0.2’ a 二 0.05 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Method 
5 0.1117183 0.4839936 0.4841486 
10 0.127456G 0.2378322 0.2409312 
15 0.1592601 0.1465386 0.1826951 
20 0.1968246 0.1439526 0.2004023 
25 0.2427285 0.17G3G80 0.2429459 
30 0.2948417 0.2209908 ().292G5G() 
35 ().;M8:n21 0.2677432 ().34()(M72 
40 0.3989281 0.3107409 0.38MG2.1 
45 ()..丨.丨 32099 0.3501388 0.41fW;i91 
50 0.4871212 0.3884151 ().4.5()()857 
55 ().525()7()G ().42()()9()1 0.4937151 
GO 0.5595380 ().4C4848G ().53()2.118 
G5 ().591067G 0.502G787 0.5()()i285 
7 0 0 . 0 2 0 3 0 3 8 0 . 5 3 9 9 9 3 4 O .G ( ) 11578 
75 0.6479443 0.5703490 0.0348149 
80 0.6745321 0.6111190 ().f5G651G4 
85 0.7002555 0.0437782 0.G958885 
90 0.7249581 0.6740618 0.7228225 
95 0.7483347 0.7019289 0.7473902 
100 0.7701345 0.7274743 0.7697538 
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Table 5.21. Actual Sizes, m = 0.8, p = 0.2, S = 0.03, 0 = 0.5, a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me t hod 
5 0.15049109 0.29630737 0.3041G659 
10 0.10G89255 0.099764()5 0.12289052 
15 0.09901509 0.05256366 0.08429534 
20 0.104G1663 0.04712997 0.0833G747 
25 0.10401634 0.05211129 0.08987152 
30 n.l00857GG 0.05772279 ().()947()()47 
35 0.()99()'1199 0.0616-1718 0.09707872 
4 0 0.09812331 0 . 0 6 3 9 8卯8 0.097()1058 
15 0.09749016 0.06533158 0.09737577 
50 0.0973(3151 ().()GG11051 0.0973389-1 
55 0.09788815 l).()()7705M ().()97S8IU 
GO ().()987454() ().()()922()0() ().0987418() 
()5 0 . 0 9 9 4 9 7 2 0 ( ) . ( ) 706882G 0 . 0 9 9 4 9 7 1 0 
70 0.09991543 0.07189318 0.09991542 
75 0.09990482 0.07270249 0.09996482 
80 0.09971148 0.07332054 0.09971148 
85 0.09928760 0.07365181 0.09928760 
90 0.09886212 0.07388180 0.09886211 
95 0.09858110 0.07414009 0.09858103 
100 0.09850518 0.07450879 0.098504G5 
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Table 5.22. Actual Powers, m = 0.8, p = 0.2, 5 = 0.03, 6 = 0.4, a = 0.1 
ri T D T Exact Mid-P Me t hod 
5 0.1556543 0.34945696 0.3540G88 
10 0.1185079 0.13042133 0.1495842 
15 0.1174806 0.06998543 0.1038949 
20 0.1305143 0.0G463077 0.1069820 
25 0.1303532 0.07477834 0.1204143 
30 ( ) .1393;m 0.08064322 0.1324402 
35 ().M;}817-I 0.09077353 0.1 115959 
•10 () .M92339 0.10507357 0.1486535 
•15 0.1549323 0.11222020 0.1548029 
50 O.K) 12700 0.11915297 0.1G1244'1 
55 0.1084598 ().12()51CG1 ().1()81552 
GO ( ) . 17 ( )070G 0 . 1 3 4 2 8 4 4 1 0 . 1 7 6 0 0 9 8 
Go 0.1835213 0.14204G19 0.1835212 
70 0.1905010 0.14946817 0.1905010 
75 0.1969485 ().1564240G 0.1969485 
80 0.2029431 0.16293157 0.2029431 
85 0.2086679 0.16910912 0.2080679 
90 0.2143090 0.17515110 0.2143090 
95 0.2202642 0.18126(302 0.2202641 
100 0.22G4440 0.18758618 0.22G4431 
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Table 5.23. Actual Powers, m = 0.8, p = 0.2, 5 = 0.03, 6 = 0.3，a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact Mid-P Me thod 
5 0.1712610 0.4117084 0.4143172 
10 0.1539005 0.1783515 0.1985023 
15 0.1731652 0.1121167 0.1571422 
20 0.2079670 0.1174859 0.1775G2G 
25 0.232G852 0.1450978 0.21190G4 
30 0.2533480 0.1769986 0.2443454 
35 0.2755593 0.2059404 0.272G5GG 
40 0.2984702 0.2321175 0.2977117 
•15 0.3212475 ().25G4155 0.3210783 
50 0.3141459 0.2802271 0.3444125 
55 0.36837G7 ().3()45182 ().3G837()7 
GO 0.3924136 0.3291865 0.3924126 
05 0.4157143 ().353517G 0.4157141 
70 0.4378320 0.37G9353 0.4378319 
7 5 0 . 4 5 8 G 8 6 0 0 . 3 9 9 2 1 6 0 0 . 4 5 8 6 8 0 0 
80 0.4783948 0.4203764 0.4783948 
85 0.4972122 0.4405905 0.4972122 
90 0.5154702 0.4601435 0.5154702 
95 0.5334602 0.4793389 0.5334600 
100 0.5513073 0.4983G84 0.5513064 
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Table 5.24. Actual Powers, rn —- 0.8, p = 0.2, 6 = 0.03, 6 = 0.2, a = 0.1 
n T D T Exact M id-P M e t h o d 
5 0.1976069 0.4841486 0.4856572 
10 0.2145613 0.2469447 0.2717514 
15 0.2601016 0.1842210 0.2462893 
20 0.3340349 0.2118593 0.2951911 
25 0.3806512 0.2702017 0.3600085 
30 0.4315953 ().3315()78 0.4200430 
35 ().47()()839 0.3877793 0.4723582 
40 0.3191801 0.4381535 0.5182005 
4 5 0.5597029 0.1838341 ().559545() 
50 ().59835()1 {).52(j53o() 0.5983135 
55 0.6353720 ().5()715-17 {).G353().13 
6 0 ( ) .G703( )G2 ( ) .G( )G5718 0 . G 7 U 3 0 4 9 
65 ().7()24413 0.6131755 0.7024411 
70 0.7314909 0.07673()3 0.7314909 
75 0.7575688 0.7()71GC9 0.7575688 
80 0.7809092 0.734G589 0.7809692 
85 0.8020579 0.7595333 0.8020579 
90 0.82121(59 0.7821677 0.82121C9 
95 0.8387759 0.8029264 0.8387759 
100 0.8549478 0.8220811 0.854947G 
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The above tables show the actual sizes and powers under different sets of 
parameters and a levels. The second column is the actual sizes and powers 
using TDT, while the third column is the actual sizes and powers using exact 
biiioinial test. It can be observed that the TDT has good performances even 
at small sample sizes as the actual sizes generated by TDT could meet the 
pre-choseii a levels in most of the cases. However, the actual sizes and powers 
iiiKler exact biiioiiiial test is not, satisfactor}- (hie to the conservalivcness of 
exact coiKlitioiial test procedures. 
The fourth column is the actual sizes and powers under exact binomial 
test, using IMid-P method. After the adjustment, the actual sizes and powers 
are very close to those under TDT. Tt effectively corrects the conservative-
iiess of exact binomial test. It also implies that the TDT makes a very good 
approxiniation to the exact, distribution. 
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Chapter 5 
Haplotype Relative Risk 
Besides TDT, there are some more approaches developed to find genes 
coiitiolling Iminaii diseases. Among those methods. Halpotype relative risk 
(HRR) is one of the those which is closely related to TDT. 
HRR was proposed by Rubinstein et al. (1981) and Falk and Rubinstein 
(1987). Ott (1989) and Terwilliger and Ott (1992) provided the statistical 
propc^rtics for HRR. Terwilliger and Ott (丄992) ddiiicd a liaplotypc-bciscd HRR 
(HHRR) Chi-Square as 
2 = (77,12 - n2i)2 
X腿R = {2nn + ni2 + n2i)[l 一 (2nn + ？ii2 + n2i)/472] 
while n is the total number of affected children. 
The only difference between the XHHRR and the TDT Chi-Square is the 
variance for ni2 — 7121. The x%hrr uses a variance estimated from both het-
61 
erozygous and homozygous parents, while the variance in XTDT is estimated 
using data from heterozygous parents only. 
One nia,y also be interested in the small sample properties of HHRR. To 
examine the small sample properties of HHRR , a procedure similar to the one 
used in TDT would be applied here. However, as the value of the Xh///?/?. 
depends on both heterozygous and homozygous parents, we try to conipaie 
TDT and HHRR conditioning on the total iiuini)cr of parents (i.e. 2n) insteacl 
of lota] immher of heterozygous parents (".i‘2 + "'2i). A iiinlliiiomial dist ribiit ion 
would be applied here using the probabilities in Table 2. Different sets of 
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Figure 7: Exact Type I Errors (alphas) of HHRR and TDT under Different Param-
eters (N: total number of counts (2n), i.e. nn + 77.12 + 71.21 + '以22) 
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Table 6. Probabilites under Different Parameters 
m 二 0.5, p = 0.2’ 6 = 0.03, 0 = 0.5 
Noil transmitted 
Transmitted Mi Mo Sum 
M l 0.325 0.25 0.575 
Ah 0.25 0.175 0.475 
Smn 0.575 0.425 1 
//I = 0.2. p = 0.2，S 二 0.03, 0 = 0.5 
Noil transiiiittod 
Traiisinittcd M\ Mo Sum 
A/, 0.07 0.205 0.275 
Ah 0.205 0.52 0.725 
Sum 0.275 0.725 1 
m = 0.8, p = 0.2, 6 = 0.03，0 二 0.5 
Noil transmitted 
Transmitted M i M2 Sum 
Ml 0.76 0.115 0.875 
Ah 0.115 0.01 0.125 
Sum 0.875 0.125 1 
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As shown in the graphs, the HHRR and TDT have similar performances 
in respect of sample sizes, regardless the choice of parameters. Nevertheless, 
one may notice that HHRR generally has a slightly higher alpha level than 
TDT docs. This matches the result shown by Terwilliger and Ott (1992) 
that HHRR has more statistical power than TDT does, as HHRR uses all 
the data to estiiimte the variance while TDT vises only the infonnation from 
heterozygous parents. On (he other hand, Spielman el al (1993) showed that 
the only hypothesis for which HHRR provides a valid test, are d = 0 or Q = 0, 





In this thesis, the asymptotic and small sample properties of TDT are 
studied. The conditional exact distrilnitioii of TDT is defined, and the exact 
type I error rates and powers are investigated. The exact p-values are also 
calculated, and Mid-P method is applied to correct the conservativeiioss of 
conditional exact test procedures. As the exact (list ribution is a conditional 
distribution, the actual sizes and powers are calculated in order to evaluate 
the iiiiconclitional peiforniarices of TDT. Besides, the small sample properties 
of HRR, a close-related test of TDT, are also studied. Exact type I errors are 
computed and compared with TDT. 
It has been shown that the performances of TDT is quite reliable at most 
sample sizes. The Chi-Squarecl distribution has a good performance in ap-
proximating the exact distribution. Even when the sample size is small, the 
approximation is satisfactory. However, if we use the exact binomial test in-
stead of the TDT statistic, the performance is not adequate unless Mid-P 
66 
adjustment is made, but the performances between the adjusted exact test 
and TDT are similar. 
There are some alternatives to TDT. The HHRR is the same as TDT except 
for the variance estimation. It has a higher power than TDT, but it is not a 
valid test. Ewens and Spielinan (1995) showed that TDT remains a valid Chi-
Sqmm、statistic for linkage hypothesis, regardless of population history. Some 
iiioio clisecinilibrium based analyses are available, such as relalive risk (RR) 
and genotype relative risk (GRR). Their small sample properties could also he 
studied and compared with TDT. 
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